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Time-domain separation of optical properties
from structural transitions in resonantly
bonded materials
LutzWaldecker1†, Timothy A. Miller2†, Miquel Rudé2, Roman Bertoni1, Johann Osmond2,
Valerio Pruneri2,3, Robert E. Simpson4, Ralph Ernstorfer1* and SimonWall2*
The extreme electro-optical contrast between crystalline and1

amorphous states in phase-change materials is routinely2

exploited in optical data storage1 and future applications3

include universal memories2, flexible displays3, reconfigurable4

optical circuits4,5, and logic devices6. Optical contrast is5

believed to arise owing to a change in crystallinity. Here6

we show that the connection between optical properties and7

structure can be broken. Using a combination of single-shot8

femtosecond electron di�raction and optical spectroscopy,9

we simultaneously follow the lattice dynamics and dielectric10

function in the phase-change material Ge2Sb2Te5 during11

an irreversible state transformation. The dielectric function12

changes by 30% within 100 fs owing to a rapid depletion13

of electrons from resonantly bonded states. This occurs14

without perturbing the crystallinity of the lattice, which15

heats with a 2-ps time constant. The optical changes are an16

order of magnitude larger than those achievable with silicon17

and present new routes to manipulate light on an ultrafast18

timescale without structural changes.19

Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is the prototypical phase-change material and20

exhibits the fastest crystallization7 and amorphization rates6 mea-21

sured so far. The crystalline state is electrically conductive and22

optically opaque whereas the amorphous state lacks long-range23

order and has a lower electrical conductivity and optical absorption.24

Understanding the speed of the structural transformation and its re-25

lation to the optical properties continues to be a significant research26

topic for improving the design of materials for future devices.27

The conventional pathway for amorphization is to heat the28

crystalline state above the melting point (Tm = 615 ◦C;Q.1 ref. 8) to29

disorder the lattice and then rapidly quench the system to freeze30

the disorder9. However, to explain the speed of amorphization31

in GST, alternative mechanisms have been proposed. It has been32

suggested that the Ge ions’ coordination changes through an33

‘umbrella flip’ transition, which modifies both the structure and34

optical properties10. As only a subset of bonds would change, this35

type of mechanism has the potential to be very fast and non-36

thermal. However, the thermal stability of the umbrella flip model37

has been questioned,11 and later work has shown that coordination38

changes alone are insufficient to explain the observed changes in the39

optical properties12,13.40

Alternatively, the crystalline–amorphous optical contrast has41

been explained in terms of resonant bonds in the crystalline state12,13.42

Resonant bonds form in specific crystalline systems in which the 43

electronic orbitals of half-filled p-type bands are aligned over next- 44

nearest neighbours. These extended delocalized states give rise to a 45

large dipole matrix-element enhancement of the optical properties 46

that is manifested in the large value of the real part of the dielectric 47

function in the low-energy (<2 eV) region14. This enhancement is 48

lost when there is angular disorder between the extended p-states, 49

changing the optical properties markedly despite the local (nearest- 50

neighbour) bonding remaining relatively unperturbed, as is the case 51

for amorphous GST (refs 13,15). 52

The sensitivity of resonant bonds to bond alignment has also 53

generated ideas for non-thermal transformation routes. Simulations 54

have shown that distortions to a subset of bonds in the crystalline 55

state of phase-change materials can trigger collapse to the 56

amorphous state16. As thermal heating affects all bonds, selective 57

excitation of specific bonds could be a more efficient route to 58

generate the amorphous phase, and it has been suggested that this 59

may occur during the photo-driven phase transformation. 60

Here, we provide direct measurements of the structural 61

and optical dielectric properties during the photo-triggered 62

amorphization of GST using a combination of time-resolved 63

femtosecond optical spectroscopy and electron diffraction in the 64

single-shot regime. This combination allows us to unambiguously 65

disentangle the electronic and structural contributions to the optical 66

properties. In the first few picoseconds, we observe a separation 67

of the optical properties from the structural state. Changes in the 68

dielectric function, very similar to the equilibrium changes between 69

crystalline and amorphous states, are observed immediately after 70

excitation, consistent with a loss of resonant bonding. However, on 71

this timescale the lattice is still cold and long-range order is still 72

present. Permanent switching to the amorphous state is a slower 73

process, dictated by the thermal response of the lattice that occurs 74

only when the induced temperature jump is sufficient to melt 75

the film. 76

Figure 1a shows the permanent change induced in GST by single 77

35-fs pulses at 800-nm central wavelength and 30-nm bandwidth. 78

We find that an incident fluence greater than FTH=14mJ cm−2 leads 79

to amorphization of the 30-nm-thick crystalline thin-film samples, 80

and fluences above 32mJ cm−2 result in ablation. Amorphization 81

was confirmed by a Raman analysis of the pumped region, which is 82

shown in the Supplementary Information together with the sample 83

preparation and characterization techniques. 84
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Figure 1 | Below-threshold dynamics in crystalline GST. a, Permanent change in sample transmission measured minutes after irradiation by single
femtosecond laser pulses. The sample amorphizes with a single pulse for F>FTH= 14 mJ cm−2 and ablation occurs for F>32 mJ cm−2. b,c, Dynamics of
the real (b) and imaginary (c) parts of the dielectric function at 1.5 eV show a prompt decrease and exponential recovery after photoexcitation. d, Static
di�raction patterns of crystalline and amorphous states recorded with femtosecond electron bunches at 92 keV. e, Evolution of several di�raction peaks
after excitation with 5.8 mJ cm−2 and the extracted temperature change. The temperature dynamics are fitted with a single 2.2-ps exponential rise. f, The
time constant from the di�raction and the optical data for various fluences showing the recovery time of ε is sensitive to the fluence, whereas the heating
dynamics are independent of fluence.

The dynamics of the crystalline state for fluences below1

FTH are shown in Fig. 1b–f. These measurements were made2

using conventional pump–probe techniques at low

Q.2

repetition3

rates (<100Hz) to avoid cumulative heating in the sample.4

Although the single-shot transformation threshold was 14mJ cm−2,5

the maximum fluence in the reversible regime was limited to6

approximately 7mJ cm−2, as a gradual transformation of the7

sample over several minutes was observed for higher fluences.8

We simultaneously measure the time-dependent changes in the9

transmitted and reflected light at 800 nm, which we use to calculate10

the time-dependent dielectric function shown in Fig. 1b,c. Electron11

diffraction patterns (Fig. 1d) were measured in transmission12

with 92-keV femtosecond electron pulses17 and the diffraction13

peaks were fitted to obtain their evolution as a function of time14

delay (Fig. 1e). All measurements were performed at near-normal15

incidence, and further details can be found in the Methods and16

Supplementary Information.17

For below-threshold excitation we observe three phenomena:18

1.Q.3 photoexcitation triggers a pronounced and prompt decrease in19

both the real (ε1) and imaginary (ε2) parts of the dielectric function20

followedby an exponential recovery,whereas the lattice shows a slow21

decrease in diffraction intensity; an oscillatory response modulates22

ε2; the recovery time of the optical signal increases with increasing23

pump fluence, whereas the lattice dynamics are independent of24

fluence (Fig. 1f).25

Optically exciting GST at 800 nm generates free carriers by 26

interband transitions. The enhanced free-carrier density increases 27

the plasma frequency, which decreases ε1 and increases ε2. When 28

observed at 800 nm, these effects are usually small18. However, the 29

optical response of crystalline GST shows a large decrease in both 30

ε1 and ε2 and is thus not described by the response of free carriers. 31

Instead, we attribute this effect to a photobleaching of electrons 32

from resonantly bonded states, as the primary effect resulting from 33

the loss of resonant bonding is a large decrease in ε (ref. 12). The 34

initial decrease of ε1 and ε2 scales linearly with pump intensity; 35

however, the recovery time, which is the same for ε1 and ε2, increases 36

nonlinearly as shown in Fig. 1f. Photoexcitation also generates 37

oscillations that perturb only ε2, corresponding to Q.4coherent 38

Raman-active vibrations (see the Supplementary Information for a 39

comparison of the spectra)19. As the Raman-active modes do not 40

significantly perturb ε1, we conclude that they do not particularly 41

perturb the resonant bonds. 42

We now consider the evolution of the diffraction peaks following 43

laser excitation shown in Fig. 1e. The temporal behaviour can be 44

explained by an increase in mean-square displacement of the atoms 45

around their equilibrium position. If we assume that the lattice 46

vibrations are thermal at all times, the system is describable by a 47

time-dependent temperature, which can be obtained through an 48

analysis of the Debye–Waller B-factor20. The extracted temperature 49

evolution is also shown in Fig. 1e and can be fitted using a single 50
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Figure 2 | Dynamics of the dielectric function during amorphization.
a,b, Time dependence of the real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the
dielectric function ε, labelled by the incident fluence in mJ cm−2. As FTH is
approached, ε1 saturates, but ε2 shows a further slow dynamic. Increasing
the fluence of the pump pulse above the ablation threshold
(F>32 mJ cm−2) does not cause a significant change in either dynamic.
c,d, The power dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric
function respectively at 500 fs and 3 ps. ε1 saturates at the value of the
dielectric function in the amorphous phase (horizontal dashed line) above
FTH. This occurs within the time resolution and shows little subsequent
evolution. ε2 saturates at short delays at a value far from the equilibrium
amorphous value, but continues to evolve on longer timescales. Solid lines
show low fluence data from Fig. 1b,c.

exponential rise with a time constant of 2.2 ps (see Methods for1

details). The good agreement between the fitted diffraction peaks2

based on a thermal lattice and the measured data suggests that the3

lattice is, to good approximation, thermal.4

Interestingly, unlike the optical signal, the lattice-heating time5

constant is independent of fluence (Fig. 1f). This difference indicates6

that the recovery of the dielectric function cannot be simply7

attributed to electrons thermalizingwith the lattice. Instead, it can be8

understood in terms of resonant bonding. As the lattice heats, ions9

fluctuate further from their equilibrium positions, disrupting the10

p-orbital alignment. As lattice disorder makes bond alignment over11

an extended number of lattice sites unlikely, reformation of resonant12

bonding becomes less probable and the recovery time increases as13

the lattice heats.14

When the pump power is increased above FTH, single pump15

pulses induce irreversible changes in the sample, and conventional16

pump–probe techniques are not suitable to study the dynamics.17

Instead the optical measurements harness a chirped probe pulse and18

spectral encoding to map the temporal response onto the frequency19

domain, allowing us tomeasure the initial 3-ps dynamicswith 100-fs20

time resolution using only a single laser pulse21. Electron diffraction21

images were taken with single electron bunches, and the dynamics22

were measured by moving the sample to a fresh spot for each time23

point. Technical details are given in the Supplementary Information.24

Figure 2 shows the dynamics of the dielectric function for a range25

of fluences that cover amorphization and even ablation regimes.26
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Figure 3 | Structural dynamics during amorphization. a, Raw radially
integrated di�raction patterns measured in the single-shot regime for a
pump fluence of 22 mJ cm−2 at several time delays. The di�raction orders
are labelled, with multiple labels indicating that di�raction orders overlap.
Contrast between the (200) and (220) peaks is lost by approximately 5 ps.
b, The time evolution of the (220) di�raction peak. The same time profile is
obtained using the below-threshold data of the lattice heating with a time
constant of 2.2 ps to fit the above-threshold response by scaling the
amplitude. This demonstrates that the loss of long-range order occurs by
thermal melting. c, Fluence dependence of the calculated temperature after
laser excitation from the below-threshold data. The straight line is a linear
fit to the data.

The amplitude of the initial drop of ε1 increases with increasing 27

excitation fluence until the threshold fluence. At this point, ε1 has 28

decreased by 30% within 100 fs and does not respond to further 29

increases in pump fluence nor evolve in time. Remarkably, the 30

saturated value reached on the femtosecond timescale is the same 31

as that of the amorphous phase. As resonant bonds are not present 32

in the amorphous phase, the appearance of properties similar to the 33

amorphous state indicates that the resonant-bonding contribution 34

to the dielectric function has been completely suppressed within 35

these 100 fs. ε2 also shows a similar saturation as a function of 36

fluence at short times, but at a value that is still far from that of the 37

amorphous phase. Unlike ε1, however, it continues to evolve in time, 38

and large changes occur on a slower timescale. 39

The ultrafast saturation in ε1 to the amorphous phase value 40

suggests that the resonantly bonded states have been completely 41

suppressed on a sub-picosecond timescale as would be expected for 42

a non-thermal phase transition. Femtosecond electron diffraction, 43

however, reveals that the lattice responds on a slower timescale. 44

Figure 3a shows that the crystalline structure persists for several 45
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Figure 4 | Schematic of the ultrafast transformation pathway. Crystalline GST exists with resonant bonds (yellow, subset shown for clarity) that dictate
the optical properties. Ultrafast photoexcitation forms a new transient state by removing the resonant bonds and changing the optical properties before
ionic motion has occurred. Transfer of the electron energy to the covalent backbone causes lattice heating, which thermally melts the long-range order
after several picoseconds. Subsequent thermalization determines the final material state. Rapid energy extraction during the transient state could prevent
thermal melting and enable the restoration of the resonantly bonded state quickly.

picoseconds after photoexcitation, and the complete loss of1

long-range order is observed after approximately 5–10 ps. Figure 3b2

shows the temporal evolution of the (220) peak for 3 fluences.3

The temporal evolution above threshold can be fitted by scaling4

the amplitude of the intensity change and keeping the timescales5

constant, indicating that the above-threshold lattice dynamics are6

described by the same thermal process. Figure 3c shows that the7

final lattice temperature achieved for below-threshold excitation8

increases linearly with excitation fluence. Although this linearity9

is not expected to continue when the state changes, extrapolating10

up to the threshold reveals a good agreement between the melting11

temperature and the transformation fluence.12

The unique combination of measurements presented here allows13

us to obtain a microscopic picture of the initial steps in the14

photoinduced amorphization process in phase-change materials,15

which is schematically depicted in Fig. 4. Femtosecond optical16

excitation directly removes electrons from resonantly bonded states17

as evidenced by the immediate decrease in the dielectric function18

and the saturation of ε1 at the amorphous-state value. This non-19

thermal femtosecond change in the optical properties does not20

coincide with a change in crystallinity and represents a previously21

unobserved non-equilibrium state of GST.22

This non-equilibrium state is lost during lattice heating. Heating23

occurs with a 2.2-ps exponential time constant that is dictated24

by the rate of energy transfer from electrons to vibrations of25

the covalently bonded backbone of the crystalline lattice16. When26

photoexcited with 800-nm light to the level needed to completely27

suppress resonant bonding, there is also sufficient energy deposited28

to melt the crystal on thermalization. Once melted, the final29

state obtained depends on how quickly the heat is extracted30

from the liquid. We find no evidence for any non-thermal lattice31

dynamics, in contrast to observations in other materials22–25 and32

thus photoexcitation at 800 nm is unable to affect the lattice33

non-thermally as described in ref. 16. Such dynamics may be34

observable at higher excitation fluences in the ablation regime,35

which is of limited interest for practical reasons. Our combination36

of optical and structural probing allows us to deduce that structural37

amorphization is much slower than the 130–200 fs suggested from38

optical transmission data alone26. Phase transformation through39

the molten state is also consistent with previous time-resolved40

measurements on photoinduced crystallization in another phase-41

change material, GeSb, in which crystallization occurred after the42

amorphous state was melted27.43

The observation that resonant bonds can be controlled rapidly44

and non-thermally, apart from the crystalline lattice, represents a45

new understanding of the phase transformation in GST. Switching46

the optical properties of GST is no longer dictated by the absolute47

atomic arrangement, but rather only stabilized by it. Without48

the complete depopulation of the resonantly bonded state, we 49

achieve reversible modulations of the dielectric function of up to 50

13%, more than an order of magnitude larger than observed in 51

silicon photoswitches28. By extracting the energy used to depopulate 52

the resonant bonds before the lattice heats above the melting 53

temperature, as suggested in Fig. 4, an ultrashort-lived state with 54

30% change in the dielectric function may be achieved. Energy 55

extraction could be realized in nanostructured devices by rapid 56

transfer of the photoexcited carriers, both electrons and holes, 57

into a metal or semimetal, for instance in layered heterostructures 58

composed of GST and graphene or few-layer graphite. Additionally, 59

efficient vibrational Q.5coupling of nanoscale GST to the surrounding 60

will limit the maximum lattice temperature, and resonant bonds 61

could re-establish and recover the crystalline-state optical properties 62

on the few-picosecond timescale. As the structural transition limits 63

the lifetime ofGST-based devices, achieving optical contrast without 64

the structural change is a major advantage and will improve 65

cyclability. We expect that the transient optical changes will be 66

even larger at telecommunication wavelengths, as the infrared 67

spectral region has a greater sensitivity to changes in resonant 68

bonding; thus, the ability to harness the ultrafast optical contrast 69

of phase-change materials without structural transition suggests a 70

new avenue to high-speed optical modulators29 for communications 71

and computations. 72

Methods 73

Methods and any associated references are available in the online 74

version of the paper. 75
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Methods1

Sample preparation. For optical measurements, 30-nm GST films were grown on2

fused-silica substrates by radiofrequency co-sputtering from two stoichiometric3

targets of GeTe and Sb2Te3 in an Ar atmosphere. The as-deposited film is4

amorphous and its stoichiometry is confirmed to be close to Ge2Sb2Te5 by5

energy-dispersive X-ray measurements (accuracy of 5%). Ten-nanometre Si3N46

capping layer films were grown by reactively d.c. sputtering from a Si target for7

10min using a mixture of Ar and N2 as a process gas. The capping layer is used to8

prevent oxidation of the GST layer. Crystallization of the GST was achieved by9

annealing the sample on a hot plate at 200 ◦C for 1 h using a heating rate of10

10 ◦Cmin−1, and the final state was characterized by Raman and optical spectra11

and is plotted in the Supplementary Information.12

Determination of the dielectric function. The dielectric function was measured13

using broadband ellipsometry. The values obtained were in excellent agreement at14

800 nm with those found using a transfer matrix method to invert reflection (R)15

and transmission (T ) data measured at normal incidence on the same films.16

Time-dependent measurements measure1R/R and1T/T . We use the static R17

and T values to convert the transients into the absolute value of R and T as a18

function of time. These values were then inverted using the transfer matrix method19

to recover the complex dielectric function. We assume coherent reflections from20

the GST and Si3N4 layers (nSi3N4 =1.99622) and incoherent reflections from the21

backside of the SiO2 substrate (nSiO2 =1.45332). Raw reflection and transmission22

data and further details can be found in the Supplementary Information.23

Single-shot optical technique. Single-shot measurements were performed using a24

spectral-encoding technique21. A 35-fs, 800-nm pulse passes twice through a block25

of glass, stretching the pulse to approximately 12 ps with a linear chirp. The pulse is26

incident on the sample at near-normal incidence and, together with a reference27

signal taken before the sample, the transmitted and reflected signals are focused28

into separate fibres and are individually imaged onto a CCD (charge-coupled29

device) camera in an imaging spectrometer.30

The linear chirp results in each colour in the probe interacting with the sample31

at a different time. If we assume that the resulting1R/R and1T/T due to the32

time-dependent dielectric function is independent of the probe frequency within33

our laser spectrum, we can extract the time-dependent signal. The details of the34

temporal calibration are found in the Supplementary Information.35

Femtosecond electron diffraction. Diffraction experiments use a pump–probe36

scheme with an 800-nm 35-fs pump pulse and a short electron bunch as a probe of37

the structural state. We create short electron pulses by photo-emission of electrons38

from a photocathode and acceleration to a kinetic energy of 92 keV in a static39

electric field. The electron bunch then diffracts off the sample that is placed shortly40

behind the anode, and a two-dimensional diffraction image is recorded with an41

electron camera. For the employed bunch charge, the electron pulse duration on42

the sample is estimated to be 150 fs from measurements made on Al foils.43

Owing to the high scattering cross-section of electrons with matter, the44

diffraction experiment requires thin, freestanding films of the sample under study.45

To ensure comparability to the optical experiments, we use a sandwich geometry46

consisting of a 30-nm-thick film of GST with a 10-nm-thick capping layer of Si3N447

on the front side and replace the glass substrate with yet another 10-nm-thick layer48

of Si3N4. The films are transferred to a large area (20×20mm2) grid with49

190×190 µm2 holes etched from a silicon wafer. The sample can be translated in50

three directions in the vacuum chamber and its tip and tilt can be controlled by two51

additional motors to ensure parallel movement to the stages. In the single-shot52

experiment, a fresh piece of sample can be supplied for each laser shot without53

changing the temporal overlap of pump and probe.54

Electron diffraction experiments with reversible excitation have been 55

performed at different repetition rates to avoid temperature offsets at negative 56

delay times due to accumulated heating by multiple pump pulses. By comparison of 57

diffraction images at negative pump–probe delays with measurements without 58

pump laser, the repetition rate was lowered until no offset could be observed. 59

Electron diffraction data analysis and lattice temperature calculation.We record 60

two-dimensional diffraction images with a phosphor screen fibre-coupled to a 61

CMOS chip (TVIPS TemCam-F416). The appearance of weak texture in the 62

Debye–Scherrer rings has been observed in some samples (see Fig. 1d), but has not 63

shown to influence the structural dynamics. The recorded images are thus 64

integrated angularly in both single-shot and reversible measurements to obtain 65

radial averages. From these, the relative peak heights can be determined by fitting 66

and subtracting a background (Lorentzian+ fourth-order polynomial) and fitting 67

pseudo-Voigt line profiles to the peaks for each time delay. 68

A Debye–Waller type analysis of the diffraction data was used to calculate a 69

lattice temperature from the relative diffraction peak heights. This analysis relies on 70

the assumption that the phonons are close to a thermal distribution at all delay 71

times and that phonon modes do not shift through photoexcitation, which we find 72

to be valid. 73

The relative intensity of a peak with scattering vector S at a temperature T with 74

respect to the initial reference temperature, T0, is given by: 75

Irel,S[T (t)]=exp(S2(B(T0)−B(T (t)))) 76

with B(T ) being the Debye–Waller B factor for the given Q.9temperature that is given 77

in ref. 20. Equivalently, the relative intensity of a Bragg peak with scattering vector 78

S of a sample in a thermal state can be written in a form that depends only 79

on temperature: 80

−
ln(Irel,S(t))

S2
=B(T (t))−B(T0) 81

Plotted in this form, the relative intensities of all Bragg peaks lie on top of each 82

other. This indicates that the phonon distribution is isotropic and no strong 83

coupling to specific modes is present. We therefore calculate a lattice temperature 84

T (t) from our data, which is obtained by averaging the peak intensities in this form 85

and numerically solving the equation. This temperature T (t) is used to recalculate 86

the expected evolution of the individual peaks, and it is this calculated peak height 87

as a function of temperature that is plotted with solid lines in Fig. 1e. 88

Finally, T (t) is fitted by the following fit function: 89

T (t)=T0+1T1

(
1−exp

(
−

t
τ1

))
−1T2

(
1−exp

(
−

t
τ2

))
, t>0 90

where T0 is initial lattice temperature,1T1 is the temperature increase resulting 91

from the thermalization of the electrons and the lattice and τ1 is the heating rate, 92

plotted in Fig. 1f.1T2 is the amplitude of cooling, and τ2 is the cooling rate, due to 93

heat diffusion into the Si3N4 capping layers. τ2 was found from long time scans of 94

the diffraction signal and was found to be 100 ps. Heat diffusion resulted in a 95

cooling of the film by 20–50% of the initial heating at 100 ps. The values of1T1 96

found in the Debye–Waller analysis are in good agreement with expected 97

temperature rises using values of the static heat capacity of 0.25 J g−1 K−1 and the 98

absorbed energy densities of the GST films30. 99
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